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INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF DRILLING CONTRACTORS
SOUTH EAST ASIA CHAPTER
HSE COMMITTEE

HSE Committee meeting
Friday 3 Feb 2017, 10.30-11.30
Location: Frigstad Offshore, Singapore.
Participants:
Bo Johansen, Maersk Drilling
Mark Greenhow, Frigstad offshore
David Mugridge, OES group
Benito Alexander, SK Drilling (on the phone)

Agenda
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Guidance notes finalisation
Update from IOGP Meeting London
Future of HSE committee
IADC related matters
Next meeting

Welcome
Chairman welcomed to the meeting, after arriving slightly late.. and noted a small but rather
elite group were present.

Welcome to new member
David Mugridge, Business development manager from OES group has joined the group. A
warm welcome.
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Guidance notes update
The Spills and the Drug and aAcohol testing guidance notes were confirmed ready to go to
IADC for further processing.
Bo will contact Chit to establish how to move forward.
It was discussed that perhaps the Drug and alcohol paper was to be a guidance note, where
the spills should perhaps become a standard.

IOGP Meeting update
Bo attended a IOGP meeting in London on behalf of Maersk Drilling and somewhat on behalf
of IADC.
The meeting was to clarify the contents and the intent of a new IOGP Standard “423 HSE
management guidelines for working together in a contract environment”, a implementation
meeting.
The intent of 423 is to attempt to standardize the work carried out between oil companies,
contractors and sub contractors in a contract environment. This includes capability
assessments, questionaires, audits, evaluations etc.
The intent is really really good, as we all spend much time of replying to questionaieres from
clients.
There will be an official set of minutes at some point, here are Bo’s comments from the
meeting:
It is expected that the guidance note will be published by IOGP no later than 1 April this year.
There were no changes made to the document.
The purpose of the meeting was to get an understanding of how different stakeholders viewed
the document, and the thought behind the document, and to clarify how to move forward.
There were a couple of drilling contractors present, our collective feedback to the operators
was that
1.

we would appreciate the uniform approach that is the intent of the document

2.
we had little faith that it would actually become the standard and norm ACROSS the
operators
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3.
we would also appreciate if the operators became better at accepting audits carried
out by other operators, as well as official 3rd party audit vendors.

From the operators we heard that
1.
Shell has an intention to be utilizing 80% industry standards as their standards by 2020
(opposed to roughly 20% today).
2.

Statoil is already using the contents of the 423 in their vendor vetting

3.
Exxon and Chevron do not feel like moving towards 423 at the moment, as they do not
feel that they have the resources to “change their management system and supply change
management at this time”
4.

Some minor operators will definitely be looking to 423, as it is a help for them

The outcome of the meeting was a few action items such as
1.
Operators to compare existing tender questionnaires to see how many “quick wins”
are available in terms of almost identical questions that just as well could be identical
2.

Trial run of using the 423 as the common standard in Norway

3.
Setting up a website with easy access to the information in 423 in a more user friendly
format than a 160 pages document (i.e. somewhat similar to wiki)

Future of HSE Committee
Chairman sumarized the grim situation ahead.
We know that Bo is leaving at the latest end June (Varun is poised to remain as member), we
know that Mark is leaving around May
To our knowledge there are close to no drilling contractors left in Singapore.
We thereby know that a new chairman will be needed when we get to mid-year at
the latest. David mentioned that at least from his perspective he was looking at staying in
Singapore for at least another 1½ yrs.
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In terms of projects to work on, there was a general concensus that DROPS would be a good
topic to push further.
Joachim has previously mentioned the notion of having a DROPS forum in SEA region again,
and we fully support that.
IADC related
Eveybody is encuraged to push, pull, lure, seduce, sweet-talk etc etc colleagues and industry
relationships to sign up for the upcoming

IADC HSE Conference in Kuala Lumpur 22-23 March
Next meetings
The next 2 meetings were agreed on.

28 Apr. 2017 (Host is needed, and CHAIRMAN SUGGESTIONS)
23 June
We will continue with the combination of face to face and the option to dial in.
Closing
The meeting was closed off by thanking participants for their input.
Until next time
Stay safe

____________________
Bo D. Johansen
HSE Committee Chairman

